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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses generalized B pictures in the context of the
emerging JVT/H.26L compression standard. We focus on refer-
ence picture selection and linearly combined motion-compensated
prediction signals. We show that bi-directional prediction exploits
partially the efficiency of combined prediction signals whereas
multihypothesis prediction allows a more general form of B pic-
tures. The general concept of linearly combined prediction signals
chosen from an arbitrary set of reference pictures can further im-
prove the emerging JVT/H.26L compression standard.

1. INTRODUCTION

B pictures are pictures in a motion video sequence that are en-
coded using both past and future pictures as references. The pre-
diction is obtained by a linear combination of forward and back-
ward prediction signals usually obtained with motion compensa-
tion. However, such a superposition is not necessarily limited to
forward and backward prediction signals [1, 2]. For example, a
linear combination of two forward prediction signals can also be
efficient in terms of compression efficiency. The prediction method
which linearly combines motion-compensated signals regardless
of the reference picture selection will be referred to multihypoth-
esis motion-compensated prediction [3]. The concept of reference
picture selection [4], also called multiple reference picture predic-
tion, is utilized to allow prediction from both temporal directions.
In this particular case, a bi-directional picture reference parameter
addresses both past and future reference pictures [5]. This gener-
alization in terms of picture reference selection and linearly com-
bined prediction signals is reflected in the termgeneralized B pic-
turesand is under consideration for the emerging video compres-
sion standard. It is desirable that an arbitrary pair of reference pic-
tures can be signaled to the decoder [6, 7]. This includes the clas-
sical combination of forward and backward prediction signals but
also allows forward/forward as well as backward/backward pairs.
When combining the two most recent pictures, a functionality sim-
ilar to the dual-prime mode in MPEG-2 [8, 9] is achieved, where
top and bottom fields are averaged to form the final prediction.

2. BI-DIRECTIONAL VS. MULTIHYPOTHESIS MODE

In the following, we will outline the difference between the bi-
directional macroblock mode, which is specified in the test model
TML-9 [10], and the multihypothesis mode proposed in [7] and
discussed in the previous section. A bi-directional prediction type

only allows a linear combination of a forward / backward predic-
tion pair (Fig. 1). The draft TML-9 utilizes multiple reference pic-
tures for forward prediction but allows only backward prediction
from the most subsequent reference picture. For bi-directional pre-
diction, independently estimated forward and backward prediction
signals are practical but the efficiency can be improved by joint es-
timation. For multihypothesis prediction in general, a joint estima-
tion of two hypotheses is necessary [11]. An independent estimate
might even deteriorate the performance. The test model software
TML-9 does not allow a joint estimation of forward and backward
prediction signals.

P B P B P

Figure 1: A bi-directional prediction mode allows a linear com-
bination of one past and one subsequent macroblock prediction
signal. The inter pictures are denoted by P.

The multihypothesis mode removes the restriction of the bi-
directional mode to allow only linear combinations of forward and
backward pairs. The additional combinations (forward, forward)
and (backward, backward) are obtained by extending an unidirec-
tional picture reference syntax element to a bi-directional picture
reference syntax element (Fig. 2). With this bi-directional picture
reference element, a generic prediction signal, which we call hy-
pothesis, can be formed with the syntax fields for reference frame,
block size, and motion vector data.

P B P B P

Figure 2: The multihypothesis mode also allows a linear combina-
tion of two past macroblock prediction signals.
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The multihypothesis mode includes the bi-directional predic-
tion mode when the first hypothesis originates from a past refer-
ence picture and the second from a future reference picture. The bi-
directional mode limits the set of possible reference picture pairs.
Not surprisingly a larger set of reference picture pairs improves the
coding efficiency of B pictures.

The following results are based on the test model TML-9
[10]. For our experiments, the CIF sequencesMobile & Calen-
dar andFlowergardenare coded at 30 fps. We investigate the rate-
distortion performance of the multihypothesis mode in comparison
with the bi-directional mode when two B pictures are inserted.
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Figure 3: PSNR of the B picture luminance signal vs. B picture
bit-rate for the CIF sequenceMobile & Calendarwith 30 fps. Two
B pictures are inserted after each inter picture.QPB = QPP . The
multihypothesis mode is compared to the bi-directional mode.
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Figure 4: PSNR of the B picture luminance signal vs. B picture
bit-rate for the CIF sequenceFlowergardenwith 30 fps. Two B
pictures are inserted after each inter picture.QPB = QPP . The
multihypothesis mode is compared to the bi-directional mode.

Figs. 3 and 4 depict the average luminance PSNR from re-
constructed B pictures over the overall bit-rate produced by B pic-
tures with bi-directional prediction mode and the multihypothe-
sis mode for the sequencesMobile & Calendarand Flowergar-
den. The number of reference pictures is chosen to be 1 and 3
future reference pictures with a constant number of 5 past pic-
tures. It can be observed that increasing the total number of ref-
erence pictures from5+1 to 5+3 slightly improves compression
efficiency. Moreover, the multihypothesis mode outperforms the
bi-directional mode and its compression efficiency improves for
increasing bit-rate. In the case of the bi-directional mode, jointly
estimated forward and backward prediction signals outperform in-
dependently estimated signal pairs.

3. TWO COMBINED FORWARD PREDICTION SIGNALS

Generalized B pictures combine both the superposition of predic-
tion signals and the reference picture selection from past and future
pictures. In the following, we investigate generalized B pictures
with forward-only prediction and utilize them like inter pictures
for comparison purposes [6]. That is, only a unidirectional refer-
ence picture parameter which addresses past pictures is permitted.
As there is no future reference picture, the direct mode is replaced
by the skip mode as specified for inter pictures. Thegeneralized B
pictures with forward-only predictioncause no extra coding delay
as they utilize only past pictures for prediction and are also used
for reference to predict future pictures.

B B B B

Figure 5: Generalized B pictures with forward-only prediction
utilize multiple reference picture prediction and multihypothesis
motion-compensated prediction. The multihypothesis mode uses
two hypotheses chosen from past reference pictures.

Fig. 5 shows generalized B pictures with forward-only pre-
diction. They allow multiple reference picture prediction and lin-
early combined motion-compensated prediction signals with indi-
vidual block size types. Both hypotheses are just averaged to form
the current macroblock. The test model [10] allows seven differ-
ent block sizes which will be the seven hypotheses types in the
multihypothesis mode. The TML-9 draft allows for inter modes
only one picture reference parameter per macroblock and assumes
that all sub-blocks can be found on that specified reference pic-
ture. This is different from the H.263 standard, where multiple ref-
erence picture prediction utilizes picture reference parameters for
both macroblocks and8 × 8 blocks [4].

We investigate the rate-distortion performance of generalized
B pictures with forward-only prediction and compare them to
TML-9 inter pictures for various numbers of reference pictures.
Fig. 6 shows the bit-rate values at 35 dB PSNR of the luminance
signal over the number of reference picturesM for the CIF se-
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Figure 6: Average bit-rate at 35 dB PSNR vs. number of reference
pictures for the CIF sequenceMobile & Calendarwith 30 fps.
Generalized B pictures with forward-only prediction are compared
to inter pictures.

quencesMobile & Calendar, coded at 30 fps. We compute PSNR
vs. bit-rate curves by varying the quantization parameter and inter-
polate intermediate points by a cubic spline. The performance of
TML-9 inter pictures (IPPP...) and the generalized B pictures with
forward-only prediction (IBBB...) is shown.

The generalized B pictures with forward-only prediction and
M = 1 reference picture has to choose both hypotheses from the
previous picture. ForM > 1, we allow more than one reference
picture for each hypothesis. The reference pictures for both hy-
potheses are selected by the rate-constrained multihypothesis mo-
tion estimation algorithm described in [12]. The picture reference
parameter allows also the special case that both hypotheses are
chosen from the same reference picture. The rate constraint is re-
sponsible for the trade-off between prediction quality and bit-rate.
Using the generalized B pictures with forward-only prediction and
M = 10 reference pictures reduces the bit-rate from 2019 to 1750
kbit/s when coding the sequenceMobile & Calendar. This cor-
responds to 13% bit-rate savings. The gain by the generalized B
pictures with forward-only prediction and just one reference pic-
ture is limited to 6%. The gain by the generalized B pictures over
the inter pictures improves for a increasing number of reference
pictures [12]. This observation is independent of the implemented
multihypothesis prediction scheme [13].

Fig. 7 depicts the average luminance PSNR from reconstructed
pictures over the overall bit-rate produced by TML-9 inter pictures
(IPPP...) and the generalized B pictures with forward prediction
only (IBBB...) for the sequencesMobile & Calendar. The number
of reference pictures is chosen to beM = 1 andM = 5. It can
be observed that the gain by generalized B pictures improves for
increasing bit-rate.

4. ENTROPY CODING

Entropy coding for TML-9 B pictures can be carried out in one
of two different ways: universal variable length coding (UVLC)
or context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC)
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Figure 7: PSNR of the luminance signal vs. overall bit-rate for the
CIF sequenceMobile & Calendarwith 30 fps. Generalized B pic-
tures with forward-only prediction are compared to inter pictures.

[14, 15]. The UVLC scheme uses only one variable length code
to map all syntax elements to binary representations whereas
CABAC utilizes context modeling and adaptive arithmetic codes to
exploit conditional probabilities and non-stationary symbol statis-
tics [15]. The simplicity of the UVLC scheme is striking as it
demonstrates good compression efficiency at very low computa-
tional costs. CABAC with higher computational complexity pro-
vides additional bit-rate savings mainly for low and high bit-rates.

The syntax elements used by the multihypothesis mode can
be coded with both the UVLC and the CABAC scheme. When
using CABAC for the multihypothesis mode, the context model
for motion vector data is adapted to multihypothesis motion. The
utilized context modelctx mvd(C,k) for the difference motion
vector componentmvdk(C) and the current blockC is

ctx mvd(C,k) =

{
0 for ek(C) < 3,
1 for ek(C) > 15,
2 else,

(1)

whereek(C) captures the motion activity of the context. The dif-
ference motion vector of the current blockmvd(C) is the differ-
ence between the estimated motion vector of the current block and
a predicted motion vector obtained from spatial neighbors. For the
first hypothesis,ek(C) is the sum of the magnitude of difference
motion vector components from neighboring blocks to the left and
to the top

ek(C) = |mvdk(left)| + |mvdk(top)|. (2)

For the second hypothesis,ek(C) is the absolute value of the dif-
ference motion vector component of the first hypothesis

ek(C) = |mvdk(first hypothesis)|. (3)

The context models for the remaining syntax elements are not
altered. Experimental results show that generalizing the bi-di-
rectional mode to the multihypothesis mode improves B picture
compression efficiency not only for the UVLC scheme. It will be
shown that the gains by the multihypothesis mode and the CABAC
scheme are additive.
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Figure 8: PSNR of the B picture luminance signal vs. B picture bit-
rate for the CIF sequenceFlowergardenwith 30 fps. Two B pic-
tures are inserted after each inter picture. 5 past and 3 future inter
pictures are used for predicting each B picture.QPB = QPP + 2
and λB = 4f(QPP ). The multihypothesis mode and the bi-
directional mode with independent estimation are compared for
both entropy coding schemes.

Fig. 8 depict the B picture compression efficiency for the CIF
sequencesMobile & Calendar and Flowergarden, respectively.
For motion-compensated prediction, 5 past and 3 future inter pic-
tures are used in all cases. The multihypothesis mode and the bi-
directional mode with independent estimation of prediction signals
are compared for both entropy coding schemes. The PSNR gains
by the multihypothesis mode and the CABAC scheme are some-
what comparable for the investigated sequences at high bit-rates.
When enabling the multihypothesis mode with CABAC, additive
gains can be observed. The multihypothesis mode improves the ef-
ficiency of motion-compensated prediction and CABAC optimizes
the entropy coding of the utilized syntax elements.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses B pictures in the emerging JVT/H.26L com-
pression standard [16]. Additionally, it differentiates between pic-
ture reference selection and linearly combined prediction signals.
This distinction is reflected by the termGeneralized B Pictures.
The feature of reference picture selection has been improved sig-
nificantly when compared to existing video compression stan-
dards. But with respect to combined prediction signals, the joint
working draft can further be refined.
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